OptScale
The ﬁrst open source FinOps and multi-cloud
cost management solution
Optimize cloud and K8s costs and enhance IT infrastructure
usage by implementing various scenarios and a FinOps strategy

OptScale is either in a form of open source code or as a SaaS solution, which gives complete
visibility into the company multi-cloud infrastructure, identiﬁes cost optimization scenarios
and builds an ongoing FinOps process
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Our mission is to help companies in building a culture of efﬁcient IT workload usage by providing all necessary instruments for test
environments and cloud cost management. We offer OptScale designed as a unique B2B SaaS platform, that optimizes IT infrastructure
cost and helps to enable FinOps practices, delivers complete visibility and control over Kubernetes, AWS, Microsoft Azure and Alibaba
costs. Medium-sized and enterprise companies gain up to 45% of cloud cost savings in the ﬁrst three months of product usage. The
company was founded in 2016 and has customers in 48 countries. The most remarkable customers are Airbus, Nokia, Burger King,
Bentley, Nutanix.
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